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Abstract

We propose a new mechanism for a task allocation prob-
lem among self-interested agents. This paper focuses
on the process after the task is allocated as well as the
task allocation process itself. That is, in the former pro-
cess, a contractor is not necessarily motivated to attain
the task at a sufficient level if the outcome partially de-
pends on factors outside the contractor’s behavior. Al-
though this problem may happen, e.g., in content deliv-
ery services in peer-to-peer networks, previous research
efforts have not given attention to this problem. To keep
the quality of a task achievement at a sufficient level, we
have to find an efficient allocation of tasks and induce
each contractor’s effort. However, solving this problem
is difficult because the contractee cannot ascertain each
contractor’s effort or the contractor’s capabilities in hun-
tiling the task. To solve this problem, we propose a new
mechanism that auctions contracts. More specifically,
the mechanism first finds an efficient allocation of the
tasks and then calculates a contract based on the result
of the auction. We theoretically analyze the mechanism
and prove that the mechanism guarantees that each con-
tractor reveals its true information in a single-task case.
Moreover, we show that our method can reduce the con-
tractee’s operation costs by using computer simulation.

Introduction

Many multiagent researchers have discussed task allocation
problems among self-interested agents and have tried to give
these problems a theoretical framework based on economics
and game theory, e.g., auctioning tasks (Sandholm 1996; Fu-
jishima, McAdams, & Shoham 1999; Wellman et al. 2001;
Parkes, Kalagnanam, & Eso 2001; Yokoo, Sakurai, & Mat-
subara 2001). However, these research efforts have not given
sufficient attention to the process after the task is assigned,
namely, whether each agent is motivated to carry out its task,
although some research projects have focused on exchange
processes (Sandholm & Lesser 1995).

As an example domain, consider content-delivery service
in peer-to-peer networks (Parameswaran, Susarla, & Whin-
ston 2001), which is a promising way for distributing con-
tents. In these services, we assume that a content creator
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agent (i.e., contractee) delegates its distribution task to con-
tent distributors (i.e., contractors).

In this situation, a contractee faces the problem of mini-
mizing its total operation costs. Here, we assume that dif-
ferent contractors incur different costs for storing contents
and delivering them to others. This leads to the problem of
the contractee not being able to learn the true value of each
contractor’s cost, namely, the problem of asymmetric infor-
mation. One solution to attain an efficient allocation of tasks
is to use an auction.

However, in content-delivery services, it is not sufficient
to only allocate the task. To keep the quality of services at
an appropriate level, the contractee has to induce each con-
tractor to behave appropriately after an allocation has been
made. For example, if the load of service provision becomes
large because of a concentration of service requests, the con-
tractee has to induce the contractor to assign additional CPU
resources to the task, although no contractor is motivated to
provide additional resources without compensation.

One solution to this problem is to give a reward accord-
ing to the result of service provision, namely, to give a
higher reward if service provision succeeds. The problem
that needs to be solved is to minimize the payments to con-
tractors while still guaranteeing each contractor’s voluntary
participation, and this problem has been discussed in con-
tract theory (Salani6 1997). However, this simple method
cannot find an efficient task allocation.

From the above discussion, it is necessary to develop a
way to keep the quality of services at an appropriate level
while keeping the operation costs low even when a con-
tractee cannot directly observe the behavior of contractors
or their information (the initial cost incurred for providing
services). This is a quite difficult problem because we have
to solve two problems simultaneously: (1) how to allocate
the tasks among contractors, and (2) how to devise a con-
tract that can induce each contractor’s appropriate behavior.

To solve this problem, we have developed an approxima-
tion method in which contracts are auctioned. More specif-
ically, we first calculate an allocation of tasks so that social
surplus is maximized in terms of initial cost and then calcu-
late a contract that can assure a sufficiently large profit for
the contractee.

The contributions of this paper are (1) introducing 
problem of whether contractors are motivated to carry out
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awarded tasks, (2) proposing a mechanism that can auction
a conlract, (3) proving that this mechanism can induce con-
tractors’ true declarations in a single-task case, and (4) ex-
perimentally showing that this mechanism can reduce the
contractee’s operation costs.

Related researches are being done in the contract theory,
where an agent selection problem in a principal-agent model
has already been discussed (McAfee & McMilan 1986;
Laffont & Tirole 1987; Sappington 1991). These researches
assume that the principal has a single task to be allocated
and if an agent is selected, he/she always completes the al-
located task. However, especially in Internet environments,
tasks may not be completed due to factors outside the agent’s
behavior. This paper deals with a situation that an agent may
fail to complete the allocated task. This is different from pre-
vious researches.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, we de-
scribe the formal model, and then we propose a new mech-
anism for a single-task allocation problem. Next, we dis-
cuss multiple-task cases. Finally, we give our concluding
remarks.

Model
This section gives a formal model to enable rigorous dis-
cussion. In the trading place, there exist a contractee agent,
multiple contractor agents, and consumer agents. The con-
tractee has content to deliver. The contractor who is allo-
cated a distribution task distributes contents to consumers.
Consumers report the quality of services (e.g., the time re-
quired to receive the content) to the contractee. Then, the
contractee pays a reward to the contractor.

In this framework, a contractor may have its own task as
well as the allocated task, thus it faces a resource allocation
problem. The amount of the cost for service provision for
the allocated tasks ki depends on contractor i’s capabilities
such as the CPU speed and knowledge about handling con-
tents. We call these capabilities the contractor’s technology.

Assumption 1 Contractor i’s technology to provide ser-
vices related to the allocated tasks ki is characterized by
oti(ki).

For simplicity, we designate the technology ai (ki) as Oti.

In addition, contractor i assigns its resources to service
provision for the allocated tasks ki. For example, assigning
more CPU resources enables a quick response to service re-
quests, although contractor i suffers a loss by suspending the
other tasks.

Assumption 2 The amount of assigned resources by con-
tractor i is called the contractor’s effort, which is denoted
by el. ei is chosen from the interval [0,E]. We assume that
contractor i’s loss caused by its effort ei is equal to ei.

Another interpretation of effort ei is that the contractor ob-
tains additional resources (e.g., memory, knowledge) from
others by paying an amount of money corresponding to ei.

Assumption 3 The result of service provision takes one of
two states: success or failure.

The result of service provision is affected by other factors
such as network congestion. Therefore, we introduce the
following probability function.
Assumption 4 The result of service provision by contrac-
tor i is determined probabilistically based on contractor i’s
technology and effort. Let p(ei; ai) denote the probability
for success in providing services when contractor i’s tech-
nology is ~i and its effort is equal to el.

We call this probability function the contractor i’s perfor-
mance profile. This probability can be viewed as quality of
services.

Here, we introduce an order relation in terms of the value
of technology ai.
Assumption 5 If p(e; ai) > p(e; aj) [0,~], we saythat
contractor i has a smaller value of technology than contrac-
tor j.

The smaller the contractor’s technology becomes, the more
efficient its service provision is. That is, a contractor who
has a smaller technology value can provide the same level
of quality of services at lower cost compared to other con-
tractors who have larger technology values. Note that given
a task specification, the value of technology ai is uniquely
defined for each contractor i, while the value of effort ei de-
pends on contractor i’s decision.

Assumption 6 The probability for success in providing ser-
vices by contractor i, p(ei; o~i), is an increasing concave
function of contractor i’s effort ei and a decreasing con-
cave function of contractor i’s technology oq. Additionally,
p(e; ai) and p(e; aj) do not intersect with each other 
[0,~],/f~i # ~.
This means that if the probability of success in providing
services is already high, it becomes difficult to increase the
probability by investing additional resources.

Assumption 7 The contractee cannot observe contractors"
technologies and efforts.

Assumption 8 The contractee pays a reward wH to con-
tractor i if the contractor’s service provision succeeds and
pays a reward wL if its service provision fails. If contractori
is not allocated any tasks, wH : wL = O.

Contractor i’s expected utility, Ui(ei), is defined as fol-
lows.
Definition 1

Ui(ei) p(ei; ai )wH + (1- p(ei; Oti ))Wi L -- ei

The contractor is risk-neutral.
On the other hand, the contractee’s operation cost is de-

fined as follows.
Definition 2

- p(e,; + p(e,; + (1 - p(e,;

where n represents the number of contractors and q repre-
sents the unit loss caused by the failure of service provision.

In this expression, the first term represents the decrease in
the contractee’s profit caused by the failure of service provi-
sion, and the second and third terms represent the payments
to the contractor. The contractee is risk-neutral.
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Mechanism
In this section, we propose a new mechanism that deter-
mines the allocation of the task and contract (the amounts
of reward). This section deals with the case where a single
task is allocated to a single contractor, and the next section
discusses multiple-task cases.

In content-delivery services, if a task (the level of quality
of services) is specified to deal with at least five service re-
quests per minute, a contractor is not willing to additionally
assign its resources and deal with six service requests per
minute if there is no compensation. Here, if the marginal
cost caused by making an effort of ei is smaller than the
contractee’s marginal profit by increasing the probability of
success in service provision, the contractee has a chance to
increase its profit by paying compensation to the contractor
and inducing the contractor’s effort of ei.

However, it is difficult to obtain a contract that minimizes
the contractee’s operation cost because there are two kind
of unknown information: technology and effort. Therefore,
as an approximation method, we develop a mechanism that
first obtains an allocation that maximizes social surplus in
terms of declared performance profile and then calculates
contracts based on the allocation obtained in the first step.

Mechanism for determining an allocation/contract

The procedure of our mechanism is as follows.

1. The contractee announces a task.

2. Each contractor reports its technology, namely, its perfor-
mance profile (which may or may not be true) to the con-
tractee. Any reported values of other contractors remain
undisclosed to the contractor.

3. The contractee finds the contractor / who reports the low-
est technology value.

4. The contractee calculates a contract (wH, wL) and offers
it to contractor i.

5. Contractor i decides whether to accept the contract

6. If contractor i rejects the contract (wH,wL), the task 
not allocated to any contractor.

The calculation method of the contract (wH, wL) in step 4
is described below.

Behavior of a contractor

Although discussions in this subsection and the next subsec-
tion are based on existing contract theory, the other results
are from our original work.

In this subsection, we examine what kind of contract
should be offered to a contractor to induce it to select an
effort level of e. To induce contractor / to select an effort
level of e, the following incentive compatibility constraint
must hold.

p(e; ai)wH + (1 - p(e; cq))wL - e

> pCei;, i)w," + (1 - p(e L
- ei (where ei ~ e)

This constraint means that the utility obtained by selecting
an effort level of e must be larger than or equal to that ob-
tained by selecting another effort level.

Concerning the incentive compatibility constraint, con-
tract theory tells us that if both the monotone likelihood ratio
condition (MLRC) and the convexity of distribution func-
tion condition (CDFC) hold, we can apply the first-order
approach (Salani6 1997). MLRC means that the larger the
probability of success in providing services is, the larger the
likelihood that a higher effort level is selected. CDFC in-
tuitively means that the contractor’s marginal profit for an
additional effort probabilistically decreases.

Because this paper assumes that the number of possi-
ble results of service provision is two and the probability
p(ei; oti) is an increasing concave function of ei, we can
conclude that the two conditions of MLRC and CDFC hold.
Therefore, we can apply the first-order approach. The first-
order approach means that the first-order partial derivative
of contractor i’s utility with respect to ei is equal to 0. That
is, the following expression must hold.

p’(cq, ei)(wH - wL) = 1 (1)

Next, we examine the participation constraint. The partic-
ipation constraint means that no contractor suffers any loss
by signing a contract. If the participation constraint does not
hold, contractors are not willing to sign a contract. Here,
we assume that if a contractor is not allocated any tasks, its
utility is equal to 0. Therefore, the participation constraint is
represented as follows.

p(ei; eq)wH + (1 --p(ei; cq))wL -- ei >_ 0 (2)

From the contractee’s viewpoint, it is sufficient to give the
contractor the minimum amount of reward that the contrac-
tor is willing to enter in the contract. Therefore, we deal
with the participation constraint as follows.

p(ei; ~i)wH + (1 - p(ei; ~i))w L - ei = 0 (3)

From conditions (1) and (3), the amounts of rewards 
calculated as follows.

WH = ei + 1 - p(ei; oti) (4)
pl(ei; o~i)

p(ei; ai)
(5)wL = ei p’(ei;oq)

The reward for failure may become negative, although the
expected utility of the contractor never becomes negative.
This means that, in some cases, we may have to introduce
some exchange mechanisms for inducing the contractor to
make a payment (Matsubara & Yokoo 2000). However, 
allowing the reward for failure to take a negative value, the
contractee’s operation cost can be reduced compared to that
in a simple piecework system that pays a reward for success
and nothing for failure.

Note that the method of selling the store, namely, selling
the entire output to contractors at a flat fee, cannot be ap-
plied because the contractee’s expected profit may becomes
negative (Rasmusen 2001).
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Behavior of a contractee

In the previous subsection, we obtain a contract (wtt, wiL)

that induces contractor i to select an effort level of e. Based
on this result, we examine what effort level needs to be set
in order to minimize the contractee’s operation cost.

The objective function of the contractee is given as fol-
lows.

mln((1 - p(ei; ~i))q p(ei; ot i)wiH -t - (1- p(ei; ai) L)
el

By substituting the expressions (4) and (5) for the above 
pression, the best contract for the contractee is obtained by
calculating ei that satisfies the following expression.

p’(ei; (~i) 1/q

Here, let e~ denote the ei that satisfies this expression, e~ is
used in the next subsection.

Properties of the mechanism

In the discussion in the previous two subsections, we as-
sume that the declared performance profile is used for cal-
culating the amounts of rewards. However, contractor i may
report a false performance profile. Actually, contractor i can
obtain additional profit by overstating the value of ~i- If
contractors declare false values and there is no equilibrium,
we cannot predict what allocation is realized and how much
cost the contractee owes. Therefore, to induce a contractor’s
truth declaration, we use the second lowest declared value,
aj (j ~ i), instead of the lowest declared value of oq. 
designate the declared value of cq as (~i and the second low-
est declared value of aj (j ~ i) as &(2).

We insert the following step into the procedure of the
mechanism proposed above between steps 3 and 4.

3.5 Set the value of ai to &(2).

By using the second lowest declared value, we give up the
notion of minimizing the contractee’s operation cost. How-
ever, we believe that calculating a contract based on a so-
cially efficient allocation in terms of technology is an ap-
propriate method of approximation. The relation between
a socially efficient allocation and revenue maximization is
discussed in (Monderer & Tennenholtz 2001).

In this case, from the expressions (1), (4), (5), contrac-
tor i selects an effort level of ei that satisfies the following
expression.

1
p’(ei; Cq)p,(e~; &(2)) -- (6)

Therefore, it is no longer guaranteed that contractor i selects
e~. However, the participation constraint holds.

Proposition 1 Even if we calculate a contract by using 5(2)

as the value of oti, the participation constraint of contrac-
tor i still holds if contractor i does not overstate its value of
Oti.

Proof Let e~* denote the value of ei that satisfies expression
(6). Here, Ui(e~-*) > Ui(e~) holds. If contractor i selects 

effort level of e~, expected utility, Ui(e*), is calculated as
follows.

p(e*; al)wH + (1 - v(e~ ; oq) L - e*

..- )))

_ P(e*;&(2)) )+ (1 -p(e;;o~i))(e*
p,(e;; &(2))

- e~
1 ..

- p’(e;; 5(2)) - v(e;;

Because oq _< 5(2) holds, p(e*; oq) > p(e*; &(2)) holds.
Therefore, we obtain that Ui(e~) > O, and thus the partici-
pation constraint of contractor i is satisfied. 13

Proposition 2 In the proposed mechanism, it is best for
contractor i to report its true value of ai.

Proof First, we examine the case where contractor i wins
the auction if it declares the true value. Contractor i can-
not manipulate &(2) because (2) i s avalue reported byan-
other contractor. Therefore, even if contractor i overstates
the value ofai, as long as it is the winner of the auction, 5(2)

does not change. Therefore, expected utility of contractor i
does not change. If contractor i understates the value of ai,
it cannot obtain any additional utility because 5(2) does not
change.

Next, we examine the case where contractor i loses the
auction if it declares the true value. If the contractor under-
states the value of ai and becomes the winner of the auction,
ai > &(2) holds.

Let e~* denote the value of ei that satisfies expression (6).
Contractor i’s expected utility Ui takes the maximum value
at an effort level of e~*. Ui(e~*) is calculated as follows.

p(eT*; ai)wH + (1 ** L--p(ei ;oq))wi -- e;*

= e; - e;*
1

+ p’(e;; 5(2)) - v(e;; 5(2)))

First, we examine the case where e~* < e~. From the as-
sumption on the probability p(ei; ai), the following inequal-
ities hold.

p’(e*; 5(2)) < p(e*; (2)) -p(e~*; &(2)) < if (e**; 5( 2))

e; -
By transforming this expression, the following inequality is
obtained.

p( e~ ; (2)) -p(e~*; &(2))
e* - e** <

p’(e~; 5(2))

p(e*; &(2)) _ p(e**; 
<

p’(e~; 5(2))

By substituting this inequality for the expression of the ex-
pected utility, we can obtain the following inequality.

U,(e~*) < e~-e~*+e;*-e~=0
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Therefore, the expected utility of Ui(e~*) becomes negative.
Second, we examine the case where e~* > e~. From the

assumption on the probability p(ei; oti), the following in-
equalities hold.

p’(e*’; &(2)) p(e**; 5t(2)) - p(e~; &(2))< P’(e~;   (2))
e;* - e;

By transforming this expression, the following inequality is
obtained.

p(e~*; (2)) -p(e~; 5(2))
e** - e* > p’(e;;

p(e**; o~i) - p(e*; (2))
> p,(e.;

By substituting this inequality for the expression of the ex-
pected utility, we can obtain the following inequality.

< - + e** - = 0
Therefore, the expected utility of Ui(e~*) becomes negative.

Lastly, we examine the case where e~* = e~. In this
case, the expected utility of Ui(e~*) becomes negative be-
causep(e~*; oti) < p(e~; &(2)).

That is, contractor i cannot obtain positive utility by un-
derstating its value of oti. I--1

This is a desirable property of the mechanism because
contractors do not have to spy on other contractors’ tech-
nologies, which makes the system stable.

Evaluations
We evaluated to what extent the proposed mechanism can
reduce the contractee’s operation cost. We compared our
mechanism with two other mechanisms: ideal and fixed-
quality cases. In the mechanism named ideal, under the as-
sumption that a contractee knows the true value of each con-
tractor’s technology, the contractee calculates the contract.
On the other hand, in a mechanism named fixed-quality, first
a contractee determines the level of quality of services, sec-
ond a contractee determines a task allocation by using an
auction but does not change the level of quality of services
based on the auction result. Instead, the contractee pays an
amount of money equal to the second lowest bid if the con-
tractor’s service provision succeeds and pays nothing if the
contractor’s service provision fails.

We assume that each contractor’s performance profile
takes the following form.

p(ei; oq) = V~*

We examine two cases: easy task and hard task. In an easy
task, the value of a of each contractor is drawn from a uni-
form distribution over [0.0, 1.0], while in a hard task, the
value of a of each contractor is drawn from a uniform dis-
tribution over [0, 0, 0.1]. The unit loss caused by failure in
providing services, q, is set to 1.0 and 2.0. In addition, we
set p(ei; c~i) to 0.6 and 0.8 in the fixed-quality mechanism.

Figures 1 and 2 show the results of the contractee’s oper-
ation cost in an easy task and a hard task, respectively. The
x-axis represents the number of bidders (contractors), while
the y-axis represents the contractee’s operation cost.

These figures elucidate the following.

0
10 15 20 25 30 35 40 4,~50 10 15 ~ 25 30 35 40 45 50

Number of blcldl~ Numb~ of biddlr/
(a) q-l.0 {b)q ~2,0

Figure 1: Experimental results (easy task)

400

100

101520253035404550
Number ~ bidd~s
(a)q= 1.0

Figure 2: Experimental results (hard task)

¯ The proposed mechanism can reduce the contractee’s op-
eration cost more effectively than the fixed-quality mech-
anism. As the unit loss of q becomes large, the amount of
reduction also becomes large.

¯ As the number of bidders increases, the performance of
the proposed mechanism becomes closer to that of the
ideal mechanism.

Although this evaluation is a preliminary one, the ob-
tained results show that our mechanism is a promising way
for keeping the contractee’s operation cost low. Thorough
evaluations of our mechanism are one of our future works.

Multiple-task Cases

So far, we have restricted our discussions to the single-task
case. However, sometimes a contractee may want to allocate
the same content to multiple contractors in order to avoid
a concentration of service requests to a contractor. In this
paper, we assume that the marginal cost with respect to an
additional unit increases for each contractor.

The procedure of our mechanism is as follows. Here, we
assume that m units exist.

1. The contractee announces a task.

2. Each contractor reports its technology, namely, its perfor-
mance profile (which may or may not be true) to the con-
tractee. Any reported values of other contractors remain
undisclosed to the contractor.

3. The contractee finds the m contractors whose value of cq
is from the lowest to the m-th lowest.
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4. For each winner, if the winner i who has technology val-
UPS of O~il ~ txi2 ~ ¯ ¯ ¯ ~ Oqm wins mi units, the contractee
finds the mi lowest rejected bids, &~z), 6~2),̄̄  ̄ , ,~m,’~(z). Set

the value of air to &~2), ai2 to &~2),.. ", and Otirni to 6~.

5. The contractee calculates contracts (wif, w/z) and offers
them to contractor i.

6. Contractor i decides whether to accept the contract
c,o,",

7. If contractor i rejects the contract (wif, w/Z), the task is
not allocated to any contractor.

The calculation method of the contract (wif, w/Z) is the
same in the previous section.

In this case, the participation constraint holds.

Proposition 3 Even if we calculate a contract by using 6~2)

as the value of air, the participation constraint of contrac-
tor i still holds if contractor i does not overstate its value of
Otil.

Because this proposition can be proved in a similar way
to the proof of proposition 1, we omit the proof.

Proposition 4 In the proposed mechanism, it is best for
contractor i to report its true values of ai, if the marginal
cost with respect to an additional unit increases for each
contractor.

To prove this proposition, we use the following three lem-
mas.

Lemma 5 In the proposed mechanism, contractor i cannot
obtain an additional unit of utility by overstating its value of
au if the allocation does not change.

Because this proposition can be proved in a similar way
to the proof of proposition 2, we omit the proof.

Lemma 6 In the proposed mechanism, contractor i cahnot
obtain an additional unit of utility by understating its value
of otil.

Because this proposition can be proved in a similar way
to the proof of proposition 2, we omit the proof.

Lastly, we examine the possibility of a demand reduction
lie (Ausubel & Cramton 1998).
Lemma 7 In the proposed mechanism, contractor i cannot
obtain an additional unit of utility by reducing demand.

Proof Suppose that contractor 1 has technology values of
all and tXl2, contractor 2 has a technology value of cz21,
contractor 3 has a technology value of or31 and Cql < ix12 <
a21 < aSl hold. In addition, suppose that two units exist.
If contractor 1 reports the true values of technology, con-
tractor 1 wins two units. The contracts are calculated based
on tx21 and a31. On the other hand, if contractor 1 reports
only tXll, contractor 1 wins one unit. The contract in this
case is calculated based on aal. In the former case, contrac-
tor 1 can choose which contracts, contract based on a21 or
contract based on aal, to be applied to the first unit. The
remaining contract is applied to the second unit. Thus, con-
tractor l’s utility is greater than or equal to the sum of utility
from the contract based on a31 for the first unit and utility

from the contract based on ix21 for the second unit. It is ob-
vious that an amount of this utility is larger than that in the
demand reduction case. Other cases can be discussed in the
similar way. []

From the above three lemmas, we can conclude that
proposition 4 holds.

Concluding remarks
This paper developed a new mechanism to determine the
allocation of tasks and calculate a contract to solve the in-
centive problem in content delivery services in peer-to-peer
networks. This problem is difficult to solve because a con-
tractee cannot observe the contractors’ efforts or their tech-
nologies for handling the task.

To solve the problem, we proposed a mechanism that auc-
tions contracts by auctioning a pair of rewards for success
and failure. More specifically, the mechanism first finds a
socially efficient allocation of the tasks and then calculates a
contract based on the result of the auction. By analyzing the
mechanism through game theory, we showed that the mech-
anism guarantees that each contractor reveals its true infor-
mation in a single-task case and a single-item multiple-unit
case where the marginal cost with respect to an additional
unit increases. Moreover, experimental results showed that
our mechanism can reduce the contractee’s operation cost
compared to a naive mechanism.

Although Laffont and Tirole addressed the problem of a
contractee not knowing the contractors’ cost parameters or
efforts, they assumed that the relation between the cost pa-
rameters and efforts is restricted to a special form. This can
reduces the problem to one of an unknown parameter.

One of our future works includes developing a mecha-
nism for single-item, multiple-unit case where a marginal
cost with respect to an additional utility decreases and for
multiple-item cases.
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